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Introduction
MRG Effitas is an independent IT security research company, with a heavy focus on applied
malware analysis. Besides conventional AV efficacy testing and providing samples to other
players in the AV field, we regularly test APT appliances and enterprise grade IT security products
simulating realistic attack scenarios. In this regard, testing methods have evolved rapidly over the
last couple of years as most labs, under the guidance of AMTSO (of which MRG Effitas is a
member) strived to conduct “Real World” testing.
Trapmine approached us with a request to put their anti-exploit defense framework (TRAPMINE)
to test. The following report summarizes the description of our testing efforts, our samples and the
results.
Trapmine Inc. is an innovative endpoint security solution provider mainly focusing on protecting
organizations from Advanced Persistent Threat & Zero-Day attacks. Founders of Trapmine are
well-known vulnerability researchers in the industry who know how to break systems ethically
and decided to use their offensive cyber security skills to protect enterprises.

Certifications
Based on testing conducted in August 2017, the following certification is given to Trapmine.

Tests Applied
Sample sets
Testing used two sample sets.
1. Known Metasploit samples
a. Adobe Flash. Listed as CVE-2015-0318, it exploits an error in the PCRE engine
within Flash, resulting in code execution.
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b. Silverlight. Listed as MS13-022, this exploit targets Silverlight, attacking the
Initialize() method from System.Windows.Browser.ScriptObject. A successful
exploit result in arbitrary code execution.
c. Firefox. The Javascript engine implementation in Firefox 31-34 is prone to a bug
in the XPConnect component, resulting in arbitrary Javascript code execution
within the privileged chrome:// context.
d. Internet Explorer. Listed as CVE-2014-6332/MS14-064, this vulnerability affects
a core component within IE, allowing exploitation of a wide range of targets from
Windows Xp to Windows 10.
e. Office macro. Microsoft Office provides Windows API scripting features through
VBS and Powershell. A common method of malware infection happens using
malicious Office documents containing macros.
f. Adobe Reader. Listed as CVE-2013-3346, a use-after-free vulnerability, affecting
certain versions of Adobe Reader, allows arbitrary code execution while opening a
crafted PDF document.
2. In-the-wild samples
a. A live instance of the RIG exploit kit.
b. A replayed instance of the Magnitude exploit kit.

Participants
Testing involved two products.
• TrendMicro OfficeScan 12.0.13115 (XGen)
• Trapmine 1.5.26.394

Methodology
A Windows7 virtual machine has been equipped for each participant, provided with vulnerable
versions of each attack vector software. When trying to execute the exploit, we used process
monitoring tools to see when new executable images are loaded into memory or new processes are
created.
In case the exploit protection application prevented the payload from being fully executed, we
counted the test case as Pass, otherwise the test case was considered as Fail.
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Figure 1 - Process view of a successful exploitation
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Results
Known metasploit samples
The following table summarises the results of the performed tests on known samples.
AV engine
Trapmine

Flash
Pass

Trendmicro

Pass

Silverlight IE Macro AdobeReader
Pass
Pass Pass
Pass
Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Firefox
Pass
Fail

Table 1 - Results of known metasploit samples

Figure 2 - Results of known metasploit samples
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In-the-wild samples
The following table summarises the results of the performed in-the-wild tests.
AV engine
Trapmine
Trendmicro

Magnitude
Pass

RIG
Pass

Pass

Pass

Table 2 - Results of in-the-wild tests

Figure 3 - In-the-wild sample results
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Summary
The following table summarizes the overall test results.
AV engine
Pass
Known metasploit exploits
TrendMicro
3 (50%)
Trapmine
6 (100%)
In-the-wild exploits
TrendMicro
2 (100%)
Trapmine
2 (100%)

Fail
3 (50%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Table 3 - Summary of test results

As a conclusion, we observed that TrendMicro utilised its URL reputation checks to analyse the
entered URLs and in the in-the-wild scenarios, therefore actual exploit code has not been
downloaded and execution has not started on TrendMicro’s VM. As our known samples utilised
custom URLs of neutral reputation, testing provides a realistic demonstration of the participants’
protection potential when considering a sophisticated attacker scenario getting actual exploit code
run on the victim’s workstation. Trapmine performs behavioral analysis to block file-based and
browser-based exploit attacks without needing URL reputation checks. Based on the number of
different tests, Trapmine provided better protection against exploit-based attacks compared to
Trend Micro OfficeScan XGEN.

Recommendations
Based on testing, the following guidelines should be considered when developing the next versions
of Trapmine.
Implement reputation based checks on URLs and IPs. Most exploit kits utilise well-known
URLs as back-ends serving actual exploits to clients and therefore a reliable and through URL
based reputational check method provides a reasonable protection for most users.
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